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a b s t r a c t
Weclassify every finitely axiomatizable theory in infinite-valuedpropositional Łukasiewicz
logic by an abstract simplicial complex (V ,Σ) equipped with a weight function ω:V →
{1, 2, . . .}. Using theWłodarczyk–Morelli solution of the weak Oda conjecture for toric va-
rieties, we then construct a Turing computable one–one correspondence between (Alexan-
der) equivalence classes ofweighted abstract simplicial complexes, and equivalence classes
of finitely axiomatizable theories, two theories being equivalent if their Lindenbaum alge-
bras are isomorphic. We discuss the relationship between our classification and Markov’s
undecidability theorem for PL-homeomorphism of rational polyhedra.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and statement of the main result
As is shown by a wealth of recent results, Łukasiewicz (infinite-valued, propositional) logic [26] is equipped with (i) a
rich proof-theory [14] featuring the cut-elimination theorem [5], (ii) a semantics naturally extending the Twenty-Question
game semantics of two-valued boolean logic [6, Section 5], yet with the same complexity of the tautology problem [6, 9.3.8],
and (iii) a multiform and interesting algebraic–geometric structure [2,7,8,13,18–23].
For each n = 1, 2, . . . , let Formn denote the set of formulasψ = ψ(x1, . . . , xn)whose variables are contained in the set
{x1, . . . , xn}. A theory in the variables x1, . . . , xn is a proper subset Θ of Formn containing all the tautologies of Formn and
closed under modus ponens. Θ is finitely axiomatizable if there is a formula θ ∈ Formn such that Θ is the intersection of
all theories in the variables x1, . . . , xn containing θ . Two theories Θ ⊆ Formn and Θ ′ ⊆ Formn′ are equivalent if their
Lindenbaum algebras are isomorphic. Intuitively, the primitive notions x1, . . . , xn of Θ can be faithfully interpreted by
formulas φ1, . . . , φn inΘ ′, and vice versa.
Following the geometric classification of prime theories [2, Sections 2–3], the main result of this paper is a complete
classification of equivalence classes of finitely axiomatizable theories in Łukasiewicz logic. The classifier turns out to be a
very elementary object as follows. A (finite) abstract simplicial complex is a pair (V ,Σ) where V is a finite nonempty set,
andΣ is a collection of subsets of V whose union is V , such that every subset of an element ofΣ is again an element ofΣ .
For any nonempty set A ∈ Σ and a ∉ V , the abstract simplicial complex (A, a)(V ,Σ) is obtained by replacing every C ∈ Σ
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such that C ⊇ A by all sets of the form F ∪ {a}, where F is any subset of C that does not contain A. We say that (A, a)(V ,Σ)
is a simple subdivision of (V ,Σ), in the sense of Alexander [1, p. 298].
A weighted abstract simplicial complex K = (V ,Σ, ω) is an abstract simplicial complex (V ,Σ) together with a map
ω: V → {1, 2, 3, . . .}. For A = {a1, . . . , am} ∈ Σ and a ∉ V , the simple subdivision (A, a)K is the abstract simplicial complex
(A, a)(V ,Σ) equipped with the map ω′: V ∪ {a} → N given by ω′ ⊇ ω and ω′(a) = ω(a1) + · · · + ω(am). Two weighted
abstract simplicial complexesK = (V ,Σ, ω) andK ′ = (V ′,Σ ′, ω′) are equivalent (in the sense of Alexander [1]), in symbols,
K ∼ K ′, if they can be connected by a (finite) path of simple subdivisions and their inverses.
Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis vectors of Rn. For every weighted abstract simplicial complex K = (V ,Σ, ω) with
V = {v1, . . . , vn}, let v′1 = e1/ω(v1), . . . , v′n = en/ω(vn). The geometric realization of K is the set ∆K of m-simplexes
T ⊆ [0, 1]n (m = 0, . . . , n) given by the following stipulation: conv(v′i(0), . . . , v′i(m)) ∈ ∆K iff {vi(0), . . . , vi(m)} ∈ Σ .We
denote by |∆K | the union of all simplexes of∆K .
Turning to Łukasiewicz logic, following [6, Section 4] we will denote negation and disjunction by ¬ and ⊕, and write
φ → ψ as an abbreviation of¬φ⊕ψ. For each n = 1, 2, . . . , a valuation (over Formn) is a function V : Formn → [0, 1] such
thatV (¬φ) = 1−V (φ) andV (φ⊕ψ) = V (φ)⊕V (ψ) = min(1, V (φ)+V (ψ)). As every valuation is uniquely determined by
its restriction to the propositional variables, the map V → w = (V (x1), . . . , V (xn)) is a one–one correspondence between
valuations over Formn andpoints in then-cube [0, 1]n. Identifying every point in then-cubewith its corresponding valuation,
for any nonempty set X ⊆ [0, 1]n we let
Th(X) = {ψ ∈ Formn | w(ψ) = 1 for allw ∈ X}. (1)
Theorem 1.1. The map K → Th(|∆K |) determines a one–one correspondence between equivalence classes of weighted abstract
simplicial complexes, and equivalence classes of finitely axiomatizable theories in Łukasiewicz logic.
The rest of this paper is mainly devoted to the proof of this theorem and its corollaries. We will combine the theory of
Łukasiewicz logic and its algebras with the theory of polyhedra and their stellar operations. As not every reader need be
familiar with both theories, we will provide all the necessary background.
In the final result (Corollary 6.3)we give a list ofmutually reducible decision problems, ranging frompolyhedral geometry
and combinatorics, to Łukasiewicz logic. Among others, it is proved that (i) the equivalence problem for weighted abstract
simplicial complexes is decidable iff so is (ii) the equivalence problem for finitely axiomatizable theories. While Markov’s
celebrated unrecognizability theorem [4] can be reformulated as stating that the equivalence problem for abstract simplicial
complexes is undecidable, the undecidability of Problems (i) and (ii) is still open.
2. Lindenbaum algebras of formulas in Łukasiewicz logic
Throughout this paper, the n-cube [0, 1]n comes equipped with the usual product topology ofRn. AMcNaughton function
f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is a continuous piecewise linear function all of whose pieces have integer coefficients. In other words,
f is continuous and there are (affine) linear polynomials l1, . . . , lk with integer coefficients such that for each x ∈ [0, 1]n
there is i = 1, . . . , k with f (x) = li(x).M ([0, 1]n) denotes the MV-algebra of all McNaughton functions over the n-cube.
More generally, for any closed nonempty subset X of the n-cube,M (X) denotes the MV-algebra of restrictions to X of the
functions inM ([0, 1]n).
We say that formulas φ,ψ ∈ Formn are equivalent if w(φ) = w(ψ) for all valuations w ∈ [0, 1]n. We denote by
|ψ | the equivalence class of ψ . Equipping the set of equivalence classes of formulas ψ(x1, . . . , xn) with the MV-algebraic
operations inherited from the connectives ¬ and ⊕, we get the free n-generated MV-algebra over the free generating set
{|x1|, . . . , |xn|}, [6, 4.5.5]. A geometric realization of free MV-algebras is obtained by letting πi: [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be the ith
coordinate function (i = 1, . . . , n), and proceeding as follows:
(i) uniquely extend the map |xi| → πi to obtain a homomorphism ι: |ψ | → fψ of the free n-generated MV-algebra into
M ([0, 1]n);
(ii) by Chang completeness theorem [6, 2.5.3, 3.1], ι is one–one;
(iii) by McNaughton theorem [6, 9.1.5], ι is onto. Thus M ([0, 1]n) is (isomorphic to) the free MV-algebra over the free
generating set {π1, . . . , πn}.
Since every McNaughton function fψ is continuous, f −1ψ (1) is a closed subset of the n-cube. By induction on the number
of occurrences of connectives in ψ , our identification between points in the n-cube and valuations over Formn yields the
identity
fψ (w) = w(ψ) for allw ∈ [0, 1]n. (2)
For every formula θ = θ(x1, . . . , xn), let Mod(θ) denote the set of valuations w ∈ [0, 1]n such that w(θ) = 1. The
dependence of Mod(θ) on the set of variables x1, . . . , xn is tacitly understood. It follows that
Mod(θ) = f −1θ (1). (3)
Logical equivalence is generalized to logical equivalence ≡θ modulo θ , in the following sense: for any two formulas
ψ(x1, . . . , xn) and φ(x1, . . . , xn) we write ψ ≡θ φ iff θ ⊢ ψ ↔ φ, where ⊢ is the consequence relation of infinite-valued
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Łukasiewicz logic [6, 4.3.2], and ↔ is the bi-implication connective. For each formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn), we denote by |ϕ|θ
the≡θ -equivalence class of ϕ. The set of≡θ -equivalence classes forms an MV-algebra Formn /≡θ , called the Lindenbaum
algebra of θ (see [6, 4.6.8]).
The following generalization of the McNaughton theorem provides a useful representation of Lindenbaum algebras of
formulas.
Lemma 2.1. For any formula θ = θ(x1, . . . , xn) such thatMod(θ) ≠ ∅, the map λ: |ϕ|θ → fϕ |`Mod(θ) is an isomorphism of
the Lindenbaum algebra of θ ontoM (Mod(θ)).
Proof. In order to prove that λ is awell defined homomorphism, if fψ |`Mod(θ) ≠ fϕ |`Mod(θ), then by (2)we havew(θ) = 1
and w(ψ) ≠ w(ϕ) for somew ∈ [0, 1]n, whence Mod(θ) ⊈ Mod(ψ ↔ ϕ). By [6, 4.5.1], we can write θ 0 ψ ↔ ϕ and
hence |ψ |θ ≠ |ϕ|θ , as required.
In order to prove that λ is one–one, suppose |ψ |θ ≠ 0, i.e., θ 0 ¬ψ . By [6, 4.6.7], Mod(θ) ⊈ Mod(¬ψ). In other words,
for some valuationwwe havew(θ) = 1 andw(¬ψ) ≠ 1. Thusw(ψ) > 0, whence fθ (w) = 1 and fψ (w) > 0.We conclude
that fψ |`Mod(θ) ≠ 0.
Finally, to prove that λ is onto M (Mod(θ)), let g ∈ M (Mod(θ)), say g = h |`Mod(θ) for some McNaughton function
h ∈ M ([0, 1]n). Using the McNaughton theorem, write h = fψ for some formula ψ(x1, . . . , xn) and conclude that
g = λ(|ψ |θ ). 
3. Rational polyhedra, formulas and McNaughton functions
Following [27], by a convex polyhedron R we mean the convex hull of a finite set of points x1, . . . , xk ∈ Rn, in symbols,
R = conv(x1, . . . , xk); a polyhedron (called a compact polyhedron in [24]) is a finite union of convex polyhedra, and a rational
polyhedron is a finite union of convex hulls of finite sets of rational points in Rn, n = 1, 2, . . ..
For any rational point y ∈ Rn, we denote by δ(y) the least commondenominator of the coordinates of y. The integer vector
y˜ = δ(y)(y, 1) ∈ Zn+1 is called the homogeneous correspondent of y. For every rationalm-simplex T = conv(v0, . . . , vm) ⊆
Rn, we will use the notation
T↑ = pos(v˜0, . . . , v˜m) = R≥0 v˜0 + · · · + R≥0 v˜m. (4)
We refer to [24, Section 2] for background on simplicial complexes. Unless otherwise specified, every complexK in this
paper will be simplicial, and the adjective ‘‘simplicial’’ will be mostly omitted. For every complexK , its support |K| is the
pointset union of all simplexes ofK . Given two complexesK ′ andK with the same supportwe say thatK ′ is a subdivision of
K if every simplex ofK ′ is contained in a simplex ofK . For any c ∈ |K| ⊆ Rn, the blow-upK(c) ofK at c is the subdivision
ofK given by replacing every simplex C ∈ K that contains c by the set of all simplexes of the form conv(F ∪ {c})where F
is any face of C that does not contain c (see [28, p. 376], [9, III, 2.1]). The inverse of a blow-up is called a blow-down.
We say that the complexK is rational if all simplexes ofK are rational: in this case, the set
K↑ = {T↑ | T ∈ K} (5)
is known as a simplicial fan [9]. A rational simplex T = conv(v0, . . . , vm) ⊆ Rn is regular if the set {v˜0, . . . , v˜m} is part of
a basis in the free abelian group Zn+1. A rational complex ∆ is said to be regular if every simplex T ∈ ∆ is regular. In other
words, the fan ∆↑ is regular [9, V, §4]. An example of a regular complex is given by the geometric realization ∆K of any
weighted abstract simplicial complex K . Regular complexes are called unimodular triangulations in [6].
For any regular m-simplex T = conv(v0, . . . , vm) ⊆ Rn, the Farey mediant of T is the rational point v of T whose
homogeneous correspondent v˜ coincides with v˜0+ · · ·+ v˜m. If T belongs to a regular complex∆ and c is the Farey mediant
of T then the (Farey) blow-up∆(c) is a regular complex.
Lemma 3.1. Every rational polyhedron P ⊆ Rn is the support of a regular complex.
Proof. The classical construction of a triangulation of P [24, 2.9–2.11] yields a rational (simplicial) complexΘ with support
P . Write P =  Ti for rational simplexes T1, . . . , Tr . Recalling (4)–(5), the set {T↑ | T ∈ Θ} is a simplicial fan Θ↑ in Rn+1.
The proof of [9, VI, 8.5] gives a regular subdivisionΘ∗ ofΘ↑. Intersecting each cone ofΘ∗ with the hyperplane xn+1 = 1 we
have a complexΞ with support P ×{1}, and dropping the last coordinate from the vertices of the simplexes inΞ we obtain
a regular complex with support P . 
The basic relation between rational polyhedra, McNaughton functions, and formulas of Łukasiewicz logic is given by the
following
Lemma 3.2. For every nonempty subset X of [0, 1]n, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) X is the support of some regular complex∆, i.e., X is a rational polyhedron.
(ii) X = f −1(0) for some McNaughton function f over the n-cube.
(iii) X = Mod(ψ) for some formula ψ(x1, . . . , xn).
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Proof. The implication (iii)→(ii) is a trivial consequence of (3). From (3) together with the McNaughton theorem
[6, 3.1, 9.1.5], we immediately obtain (ii)→ (iii). To prove (ii)→ (i), suppose X = f −1(0) for some McNaughton function
f . By [6, 9.1.2] there is a regular complexΥ with |Υ | = [0, 1]n such that f is linear over each simplex ofΥ . Let∆ ⊆ Υ be the
set of simplexes of Υ which are contained in X . Then∆ is a regular complex and |∆| = X . Finally, to prove the implication
(i)→(ii), let S1, . . . , Su be the maximal simplexes of∆. LetH = {H1, . . . ,Hk} be a set of rational closed half-spaces in Rn, in
the sense that each Hi has the form
Hi = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [0, 1]n | p1x1 + · · · + pnxn ≥ q, pi, q ∈ Q}, (6)
such that for each j = 1, . . . , u, the simplex Sj is the intersection of half-spaces ofH . In symbols,
Sj = Hj1 ∩ · · · ∩ Hjr , {Hj1, . . . ,Hjr} ⊆ H . (7)
Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis vectors in Rn. For each permutation σ of the set {1, . . . , n}, let Sσ be the n-simplex
in Rn whose vertices are 0, eσ(1), eσ(1) + eσ(2), . . . , eσ(1) + · · · + eσ(n). LetK∗ be the simplicial complex consisting of the
Sσ ’s together with their faces. (In [25, p. 60–61], the set of Sσ ’s is called the standard triangulation of the n-cube.) Direct
inspection shows that K∗ is a regular complex and |K∗| = [0, 1]n. Panti’s construction in [21, 2.2] yields a sequence of
regular complexes K0 = K∗,K1, . . . ,Kr such that each Kt+1 is the blow-up of Kt at the Farey mediant of some 1-
simplex ofKt , and for each i = 1, . . . , k the convex polyhedronHi∩[0, 1]n is a union of simplexes ofKr . From (7) it follows
that for each j = 1, . . . , u, Sj is a union of simplexes of Kr . Let the continuous function g: [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be uniquely
determined by the following conditions: g is linear over every simplex T ∈ Kr , g(v) = 1 for each vertex v ofKr lying in
X , and g(w) = 0 for any vertex ofKr lying outside X . The regularity of every simplex T ∈ Kr ensures that the restriction
g |` T has integer coefficients, whence g ∈ M ([0, 1]n). Defining the McNaughton function f by f = 1 − g = ¬g , we have
X = g−1(1) = f −1(0), as required to complete the proof. 
4. Rational polyhedra and finitely axiomatizable theories
Lemma 4.1. For any theoryΘ in the variables x1, . . . , xn, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Θ is finitely axiomatizable.
(ii) For some θ ∈ Formn,Θ = {ψ ∈ Formn | θ ⊢ ψ}.
(iii) For some θ ∈ Formn,Θ = {ψ ∈ Formn | Mod(θ) ⊆ Mod(ψ)}.
(iv) Θ = Th(P) for some rational polyhedron P ⊆ [0, 1]n.
Proof. (ii)↔(iii) is a reformulation of [6, 4.6.7]. For the equivalence (i)↔(ii), it is sufficient to note that {ψ ∈ Formn | θ ⊢ ψ}
is the smallest theory Φ in the variables x1, . . . , xn such that θ ∈ Φ. To prove (iii)→(iv), let P ⊆ [0, 1]n be the rational
polyhedron such that P = Mod(θ), as given by Lemma 3.2. Then by (1)–(3),Θ = Th(P). Finally, to prove (iv)→(iii), one lets
θ ∈ Formn be such that P = Mod(θ), as given by Lemma 3.2. 
For every theoryΘ in the variables x1, . . . , xn, the set Mod(Θ) ⊆ [0, 1]n is defined by
Mod(Θ) =

{Mod(ψ) | ψ ∈ Θ}. (8)
Lemma 4.2. Let Θ ⊆ Formn be a theory in the variables x1, . . . , xn. Suppose Θ is finitely axiomatizable, say without loss of
generalityΘ = {ψ ∈ Formn | θ ⊢ ψ} for some θ ∈ Formn. ThenMod(Θ) = Mod(θ).
Proof. Trivially, Mod(Θ) ⊆ Mod(θ). The converse inclusion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1(iii). 
Lemma 4.3. The map Th: P → Th(P) is a one–one correspondence between rational polyhedra P ⊆ [0, 1]n and finitely
axiomatizable theories in the variables x1, . . . , xn. The inverse map sends every finitely axiomatizable theory Θ in the variables
x1, . . . , xn, to the rational polyhedronMod(Θ).
Proof. For any rational polyhedron P ⊆ [0, 1]n, let θ ∈ Formn be such that P = Mod(θ), as given by Lemma 3.2. Then
Th(P) = {ψ ∈ Formn | Mod(ψ) ⊆ Mod(θ)}, whence by Lemma 4.1, Th(P) is a finitely axiomatizable theory and the map
P → Th(P) is onto. To prove that the map is one–one, let R ⊆ [0, 1]n be a rational polyhedron different from P . Suppose
w ∈ P \ R (the proof in case w ∈ R \ P is the same). By [16, 4.17] there is a McNaughton function g: [0, 1]n → [0, 1] such
that g(w) = 0 and g(x) = 1 for all x ∈ R. The McNaughton theorem yields a formula ψ(x1, . . . , xn) such that g = fψ . By
(3),w ∉ Mod(ψ) ⊇ R. Recalling (1), we conclude that ψ ∈ Th(R) and ψ ∉ Th(P), whence Th(R) ≠ Th(P).
To prove the second statement, it is enough to show that Mod(Th(P)) = P. Let us writeΘ instead of Th(P). Then
v ∈ P ⇒ v(ψ) = 1, ∀ψ ∈ Θ ⇒ v ∈

{Modψ | ψ ∈ Θ} ⇒ v ∈ Mod(Θ).
Conversely, if v ∉ P then by [16, 4.17] there is a McNaughton function fψ such that fψ (v) = 0 and fψ (P) = 1. It follows that
ψ ∈ Θ and v ∉ Mod(ψ), whence v ∉ Mod(Θ). 
The appropriate notion of equivalence between rational polyhedra for our classification is given by the following
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Definition 4.4. Given rational polyhedra P ⊆ Rn and Q ⊆ Rm wewrite P ∼=Z Q , (read ‘‘P is Z-homeomorphic to Q ’’) if there
is a piecewise linear homeomorphism η of P onto Q such that each linear piece of both η and η−1 has integer coefficients.
Any such η is said to be a Z-homeomorphism.
Lemma 4.5. Let T = conv(v1, . . . , vk) ⊆ Rn and S = conv(w1, . . . , wk) ⊆ Rm be regular (k − 1)-simplexes. If
δ(v1) = δ(w1), . . . , δ(vk) = δ(wk), then there is a linear Z-homeomorphism ηT of T onto S such that ηT (vi) = wi for
all i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Without loss of generality, n = m. Let R = conv(e1/δ(v1), . . . , ek/δ(vk)) ⊆ Rn+1, where ei is the ith standard
basis vector of Rn+1. It suffices to find a linear Z-homeomorphism ξ of T onto R such that ξ(vi) = ei/δ(vi) ∀i = 1, . . . , k.
There are uniquely determined integers a1i, . . . , ani such that the homogeneous correspondent v˜i of vi can be displayed as
v˜i = (a1i, . . . , ani, δ(vi)) ∈ Zn+1. Let Q be the n× (n+ 1) integer matrix whose rightmost n+ 1− k columns are all zero,
and whose ith column coincides with (a1i, . . . , ani) for each i = 1, . . . , k. By construction, Q sends ei/δ(vi) to vi, and the
restriction Q |`R is a one–one linear map of R onto T with integer coefficients. There remains to be proved that the inverse
ofQ |`R has integer coefficients, too. To this purpose, let Tˆ ⊆ Rn be a (positively oriented) regular n-simplex such that T is a
face of Tˆ .We can write Tˆ = conv(v1, . . . , vk, . . . , vn+1). LetM be the (n + 1)× (n + 1) integer matrix whose jth column
coincides with the homogeneous correspondent v˜j of the jth vertex vj of Tˆ , for each j = 1, . . . , n + 1. The regularity of Tˆ
ensures that the inverse N = M−1 is an integer matrix. It follows that N v˜j = ej and N v˜j/δ(vj) = N (vj, 1) = ej/δ(vj).
Thus the homogeneous linear mapN determines a one–one linear (affine) map, whose restriction ξ to T sends each vertex
vi of T to the vertex ei/δ(vi) of R. The proof is complete. 
For any theory Θ in the variables x1, . . . , xn, and formulas φ,ψ ∈ Formn, we write φ ≡Θ ψ iff Θ ⊢ φ ↔ ψ. The
Lindenbaum algebra ofΘ is the MV-algebra Formn/ ≡Θ of ≡Θ-equivalence classes of formulas φ,ψ ∈ Formn, [6, 4.6.8].
When Θ is finitely axiomatizable, say, Θ = {χ | θ ⊢ χ}, a moment’s reflection shows that Formn/ ≡Θ = Formn/ ≡θ .
Two theoriesΘ ⊆ Formn andΘ ′ ⊆ Formn′ are said to be equivalent if their Lindenbaum algebras are isomorphic.
Theorem 4.6. (i) Let Θ and Θ ′ be finitely axiomatizable theories in the variables x1, . . . , xn and x′1, . . . , x
′
n′ respectively. We
then have Mod(Θ) ∼=Z Mod(Θ ′) iff Θ is equivalent to Θ ′.
(ii) Thus the map Th: P → Th(P) determines a one–one correspondence between Z-homeomorphism classes of rational
polyhedra contained in some n-cube, and equivalence classes of finitely axiomatizable theories.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4.2–4.3 there are formulas θ ∈ Formn and θ ′ ∈ Formn′ , together with rational polyhedra P ⊆ [0, 1]n
and P ′ ⊆ [0, 1]n′ , such that
Θ = {ψ ∈ Formn | θ ⊢ ψ}, Θ ′ = {φ ∈ Formn′ | θ ′ ⊢ φ}
and
P = Mod(θ) = Mod(Θ), P ′ = Mod(θ ′) = Mod(Θ ′).
(⇐)We first suppose that Θ is equivalent to Θ ′, with the intent of proving P ∼=Z P ′. Since by Lemma 2.1 the Lindenbaum
algebra of θ ′ is isomorphic to the MV-algebraM (P ′), then by assumption there is an isomorphism λ:M (P ′) ∼= M (P). For
each i = 1, . . . , n′ let π ′i |` P ′ be the restriction to P ′ of the ith coordinate function π ′i : [0, 1]n′ → [0, 1]. Then λ(π ′i |` P ′) is the
restriction fi to P of someMcNaughton function f i ∈ M ([0, 1]n). Let the continuous function f: [0, 1]n → [0, 1]n′ be defined
by
f(x) = (f 1(x), . . . , f n′(x)), ∀x ∈ [0, 1]n.
Further let
f = f |` P = (f1, . . . , fn′).
Since by the McNaughton theorem every function h ∈ M (P ′) has the form h = fϕ |` P ′ for some formula ϕ(x′1, . . . , x′n′),
arguing by induction on the number of connectives in ϕ we obtain
λ(h) = λ(fϕ |` P ′) = fϕ ◦ f, ∀h ∈ M (P ′), (9)
where ◦ denotes composition. We claim that fmaps P into P ′. For otherwise, if x′ ∈ range(f) \ P ′ then by [16, 4.17] there is
a formula ψ(x′1, . . . , x
′
n′) such that fψ (x
′) = 1 and fψ (y) = 0, ∀y ∈ P ′. Thus λ(fψ |` P ′) = fψ ◦ f ≠ 0,while fψ |` P ′ is the zero
element of the MV-algebraM (P ′), which contradicts the assumption that λ is a homomorphism. Our claim is settled.
Interchanging the roles of P ′ and P , we obtain a function f′: P ′ → P such that
λ−1(fρ |` P) = fρ ◦ f′, ∀ρ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Formn. (10)
Since λ is an isomorphism, f and f′ are the inverse of each other. By construction, each of f and f′ is continuous piecewise
linear with integer coefficients. It follows that f is a Z-homeomorphism of P onto P ′.
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(⇒) For the converse implication, supposewe are givenη: P ∼=Z P ′, with the intent of showing that the Lindenbaumalgebras
ofΘ andΘ ′ are isomorphic. Because each linear piece of η and of η−1 has integer coefficients, a point z ∈ P is rational iff so
is the point η(z) ∈ P ′.
Claim 1. There exists a regular complexΛwith support P such that η is linear over every simplex ofΛ.
First of all, Lemma 3.1 yields a regular complex C0 with support P. Let η1, . . . , ηn′ be the components of η. Fix i =
1, . . . , n′ and let li1, . . . , lik be the linear pieces of ηi. Letting σ range over all permutations of the set {1, . . . , k}, the family
of sets Pσ = {x ∈ P | liσ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ liσ(k)} determines a (rational, polyhedral) complex Ci with support P , such that the
lij’s are stratified over each polyhedron R of Ci, in the sense that for all j′ ≠ j′′ we either have lij′ ≤ lij′′ or lij′ ≥ lij′′ over
the whole of R. By [24, 2.9–2.11], it is no loss of generality to assume that all polyhedra in Ci are simplexes, and that Ci is a
subdivision of C0. Thus ηi is linear over every simplex of Ci . One now routinely constructs a common subdivision C of the
rational complexes C1, . . . ,Cn′ such that every simplex of C is rational. It follows that η is linear over each simplex of C.
The set C↑ = {T↑ | T ∈ C}, as defined in (4)–(5), is a simplicial fan. The desingularization procedure in [9, VI, 8.5] yields a
regular fanΦ such that every cone of C↑ is a union of cones ofΦ . Intersecting the cones inΦ with the hyperplane xn+1 = 1
we have a complexΞ with support P ×{1}. Dropping the last coordinate from the vertices of the simplexes ofΞ , we obtain
a regular complexΛwith support P such that η is linear over every simplex ofΛ. Our first claim is proved.
Claim 2. Each function ηi is the restriction to P of a McNaughton function fψi : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] for some formula
ψi(x1, . . . , xn).
As a matter of fact, let S1, . . . , Su be the maximal simplexes of the regular complex Λ of Claim 1. Proceeding as in the
proof of Lemma 3.2(i)→(ii), let H be a set of rational closed half-spaces in Rn, such that for each j = 1, . . . , u, Sj is the
intersection of half-spaces belonging to H . The proof therein yields a regular complex Kr such that |Kr | = [0, 1]n, and
every Sj is a union of simplexes ofKr . By construction, η is linear over each simplex S ⊆ P ofKr . For each i = 1, . . . , n′ let
the function fi: [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be uniquely determined by the following conditions: fi is linear over every simplex ofKr ,
fi(v) = ηi(v) for each vertex v ∈ P of (a simplex of)Kr , and fi(w) = 0 for any other vertex w ofKr . By construction, ηi
coincides with fi over P . Since all linear pieces of ηi have integer coefficients, for each rational pointw ∈ P we have
ηi(w) = k
δ(w)
for some integer 0 ≤ k ≤ δ(w). (11)
As a joint effect of the regularity ofKr , together with [6, 9.1.4–9.1.5] and (11), all linear pieces of fi have integer coefficients,
whence fi is a McNaughton function over the n-cube. By the McNaughton theorem, there is a formula ψi such that fi = fψi .
This completes the proof of our second claim.
From Claim 2, it follows that the Z-homeomorphism η is the restriction to P of a map
f = (f1, . . . , fn′) = (fψ1 , . . . , fψn′ ): [0, 1]n → [0, 1]n
′
,
for suitable McNaughton functions f1, . . . , fn′ and formulasψ1, . . . , ψn′ in the variables x1, . . . , xn. For every g ∈ M (P ′), the
composition g ◦ f is a McNaughton function over the n-cube, whence the function g ◦ (f |` P) belongs toM (P). Since by the
McNaughton theorem g has the form g = fφ |` P ′ for some formula φ(x′1, . . . , x′n′), arguing by induction on the number of
connectives in φ we see that the map λ: g = fφ |` P ′ → g ◦ f |` P = g ◦ η is a homomorphism ofM (P ′) intoM (P). Reversing
the roles of P and P ′, the homomorphism µ: k ∈ M (P) → k ◦ η−1 ∈ M (P ′) is promptly seen to be the inverse of λ. Thus
M (P) is isomorphic toM (P ′), as required to conclude the proof of (i).
(ii) The proof immediately follows by (i) and Lemma 4.3. 
Remarks. The special case of the foregoing theorem for P = [0, 1]n was proved by Panti in his Ph.D. thesis.
For every rational polyhedronQ ⊆ Rn, there is a rational polyhedron P contained in somem-cube such that P ∼=Z Q . Thus
the map Mod: θ → Mod(θ) also induces a one–one correspondence between equivalence classes of finitely axiomatizable
theories and Z-homeomorphism classes of rational polyhedra.
5. Back and forth from complexes to theories
Following Alexander [1], for any two weighted abstract simplicial complexes K = (V,Σ, ω) and K ′ = (V ′,Σ ′, ω′), we
write K ∼= K ′, and we say that K is combinatorially isomorphic to K ′ if there is a one–one map β of V onto V ′ satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) ω′(β(v)) = ω(v) ∀v ∈ V .
(ii) For any {w1, . . . , wk} ⊆ V , {w1, . . . , wk} ∈ Σ ⇔ {β(w1), . . . , β(wk)} ∈ Σ ′.
It is not hard to see that every combinatorial isomorphism can be obtained by means of a finite number of simple
subdivisions. Recalling from the introduction the notation K ∼ K ′ for equivalent weighted abstract simplicial complexes,
we thus have
K ∼= K ′ ⇒ K ∼ K ′. (12)
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For every regular complex ∆, let V be the set of vertices of ∆. Let the set Σ of subsets of V be defined via the stipulation
W ∈ Σ ⇔ conv(w1, . . . , wk) ∈ ∆ for any W = {w1, . . . , wk} ⊆ V , We then define the weighted abstract simplicial
complex K∆ by
K∆ = (V ,Σ, ω), where ω(v) = δ(v) ∀v ∈ V . (13)
Recalling the notation ∆K for the geometric realization of K , the main ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the
following
Theorem 5.1. For any weighted abstract simplicial complexes K = (V ,Σ, ω) and K ′ = (V ′,Σ ′, ω′), K is equivalent to K ′ iff
Th(|∆K |) is equivalent to Th(|∆K ′ |).
Proof. (⇒)We will first prove
K ∼ K ′ ⇒ |∆K | ∼=Z |∆K ′ |. (14)
It is sufficient to argue in case K ′ is obtained from K via a simple subdivision (as defined in the introduction) for some set
A = {v1, . . . , vk} ∈ Σ and new element a. In symbols,
K ′ = (A, a)K .
Let∆K ′ and∆K be the geometric realization of K ′ and of K respectively. In correspondencewith A, we have in∆K the simplex
TA = conv(v′1, . . . , v′k). Let a′ be the Farey mediant of TA. Recalling the notation in the first part of Section 3, the blow-up
(∆K )(a′) of∆K at a′ is a regular complex, denoted ∇∗ for short, with the same support as∆K . In symbols,
∇∗ = (∆K )(a′), |∆K | = |∇∗|. (15)
Since TA is a regular simplex we also have
δ(a′) = δ(v′1)+ · · · + δ(v′k) = ω(v1)+ · · · + ω(vk) = ω′(a).
The definitions of blow-up and simple subdivision are so arranged as to provide a combinatorial isomorphism ξ : K∆K ′
∼= K∇∗ .
Claim. ξ extends to a Z-homeomorphism η: |∆K ′ | ∼=Z |∇∗|.
To prove the claim, fix a simplex T = conv(w1, . . . , wk) ∈ ∆K ′ . Then the restriction of ξ to the set W of vertices of
T is a one–one map of W onto the set of vertices of the simplex T ∗ = conv(ξ(w1), . . . , ξ(wk)) ∈ ∇∗, and we also have
δ(w) = δ(ξ(w)), ∀w ∈ W . Since T and T ∗ are regular, Lemma 4.5 yields a linear Z-homeomorphism ηT : T ∼=Z T ∗ such
that ηT (wi) = ξ(wi) for all i = 1, . . . , k. Letting now T range over all simplexes of∆K ′ , the family of linearmaps ηT : T ∼=Z T ∗
has the property that ηP agrees with ηQ over P ∩ Q for all P,Q ∈ ∆K ′ . Thus η =T∈∆K ′ ηT is a continuous one–one map of|∆K ′ | onto |∇∗|. Since |∆K ′ | is compact, η is a Z-homeomorphism, and our claim is settled.
Recalling (15), we can write |∇∗| = |∆K | ∼=Z |∆K ′ |, thus settling (14). From Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.6 it follows that
whenever K is equivalent to K ′ then the finitely axiomatizable theories Th(|∆K |) and Th(|∆K ′ |) are equivalent.
(⇐) Suppose the rational polyhedra P = |∆K | ⊆ [0, 1]n and P ′ = |∆K ′ | ⊆ [0, 1]n′ areZ-homeomorphic, with the intent of
proving K ∼ K ′. Let η: |∆K | ∼=Z |∆K ′ |. Since each linear piece of η and of η−1 has integer coefficients, a point z ∈ P is rational
iff so is the pointη(z) ∈ P ′. The proof of Claim1 in Theorem4.6 yields a regular complexΛwith support P such thatη is linear
over every simplex of Λ. Let Λ′ = η(Λ) = {η(T ) | T ∈ Λ}. Then Λ′ is a complex with support P ′, and all simplexes of Λ′
are rational. Fix a rational simplex S = conv(v0, . . . , vj) such that η is linear on S, and let S ′ = η(S) be its η-image. Then the
(affine) linear map η: x ∈ S → y ∈ S ′ determines the homogeneous linear map η↑T : (x, 1) ∈ S×{1} → (y, 1) ∈ S ′×{1}. Let
MS be the (n′+1)×(n+1) integermatrix whose bottom row has the form (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1), (with n zeros), andwhose ith
row (i = 1, . . . , n′) is given by the coefficients of the linear polynomialηi |` S. By construction,MS(x, 1) = (y, 1) = η↑S (x, 1).
Let v˜0, . . . v˜j ∈ Zn+1 be the homogeneous correspondents of the vertices v0, . . . , vj of S. With the notation of (4), let
S↑ = pos(v˜0, . . . v˜j) = R≥0 v˜0 + · · · + R≥0 v˜j ⊆ Rn+1
be the positive span of v˜0, . . . v˜j. Let S ′↑ be the positive span in Rn
′+1 of the integer vectorsMS v˜0, . . . ,MS v˜j. It is not hard
to see thatMS sends integer points of S↑ one–one into integer points of S ′↑. Interchanging the roles of S and S ′, we see that
MS actually sends the set of integer points of S↑ one–one onto the set of integer points of S ′↑. From Blichfeldt theorem in the
Geometry of Numbers [3, III,2], we obtain the following characterization: S is regular iff the half-open parallelepiped
QS = {µ0v˜0 + · · · + µjv˜j | 0 ≤ µ0, . . . , µj < 1} (16)
contains no nonzero integer points. By our discussion of MS , we then obtain that S is regular iff so is S ′. In particular,
MS maps primitive vectors of the cone S↑ one–one onto primitive vectors of S ′↑. (Recall that a nonzero integer vector
q ∈ Zn+1 is primitive if q is minimal along its ray R≥0 q ⊆ Rn+1.) Since, trivially,MS preserves denominators of rational
points, letting now S range over all simplexes of Λ, it follows that Λ′ is a regular complex with support P ′. Since η also
preserves denominators of rational points, we have obtained a combinatorial isomorphism
KΛ ∼= KΛ′ . (17)
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Table 1
Some instances of the correspondence of Corollary 6.2.
Weighted abstract simplicial complex (V,Σ, ω) Finitely presented MV-algebra A
V = {v} is a singleton Finite subalgebra of [0, 1] ∩ Q
V = {v}, ω(v) = d Łukasiewicz chain {0, 1/d, . . . , (d− 1)/d, 1}
0-dimensional (i.e,Σ has no two-element sets) Finite product of Łukasiewicz chains
0-dimensional, and ω(v) = l for all v ∈ V Finite product of (l+ 1)-element chains
0-dimensional, V has 2n elements, ω = 1 Free n-generated boolean algebra
Σ = {∅, {0}, {1}, {2}}, ω(0) = ω(1) = 1, ω(2) = 2 Free one-generated MV3-algebra, [6, 8.5]
{∅, {0}, {1}, {0, 1}}, ω(0) = ω(1) = 1 Free one-generated MV-algebraM([0, 1])
KK∗ , (K∗ = standard triangulation of [0, 1]n) Free n-generated MV-algebraM([0, 1]n)
Every set inΣ has≤n elements M(P), dim(P) ≤ n, P rational polyhedron
{∅, {0}, {v}, {0, v}}, ω(0) = 1, ω(v) = d M([0, 1/d])
? Finitely generated projective
To conclude the proof, since Λ′ and ∆K ′ are regular complexes with the same support P ′, there is a path ∇ ′0 =
Λ′, ∇ ′1, . . . ,∇ ′r−1, ∇ ′r = ∆K ′ of regular blow-ups and blow-downs∇i connectingΛ′ and∆K ′ . This is a consequence of the
Włodarczyk–Morelli solution of the weak Oda conjecture [28, 13.3], [15]. Similarly, sinceΛ and∆K are regular complexes with
the same support P , there is a path of regular blow-ups and blow-downs ∇0 = Λ, ∇1, . . . ,∇s−1, ∇s = ∆K . Via the map
∇ → K∇ of (13), we easily obtain two sequences of simple subdivisions and their inverses K∇ ′0 . . . , K∇ ′r and K∇0 . . . , K∇s ,
thus showing that KΛ′ ∼ K∆K ′ and K∆K ∼ KΛ . Recalling (17), we can write
K ∼= K∆K ∼ KΛ ∼= KΛ′ ∼ K∆K ′ ∼= K ′,
whence by (12), K is equivalent to K ′. In symbols,
K  K ′ ⇒ |∆K | Z |∆K ′ |. (18)
By Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.6, we conclude that if K is not equivalent to K ′ then Th(|∆K |) is not equivalent to Th(|∆K ′ |).
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
6. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.1
Proposition 6.1. For every finitely axiomatizable theory Θ there is a weighted abstract simplicial complex H such that Θ is
equivalent to Th(|∆H |).
Proof. In the light of Theorem 4.6, it is enough to prove that for every rational polyhedron P ⊆ [0, 1]n, there is a weighted
abstract simplicial complex H such that |∆H | ∼=Z P . Let ∇ be a regular complex with |∇| = P , as given by Lemma 3.1. With
reference to (13), let the weighted abstract simplicial complex H be defined by H = K∇ . Let the regular complex ∇ ′ = ∆H
be the geometric realization of H . To complete the proof, it suffices to show
|∇| ∼=Z |∇ ′|. (19)
By definition of the maps K → ∆K and∆ → K∆, we have a combinatorial isomorphism γ : K∇ ∼= K∇ ′ . For each simplex T =
conv(v0, . . . , vm) ∈ ∇ , we have the simplex T ′ = conv(γ (v0), . . . , γ (vm)) ∈ ∇ ′. Further, δ(vi) = δ(γ (vi)), ∀i = 0, . . . ,m.
Conversely, for each simplex S ′ = conv(w0, . . . , wm) ∈ ∇ ′, we have the simplex S = conv(γ−1(w0), . . . , γ−1(wm)) ∈ ∇ .
Letting now T range over all simplexes of ∇ , the family of linear Z-homeomorphisms ηT : T ∼=Z T ′ of Lemma 4.5 has the
property that ηT agrees with ηS over T ∩ S for all T , S ∈ ∇ . It follows that η = T∈∇ ηT is a continuous piecewise linear
one–one map of |∇| onto |∇ ′|, and each piece of η has integer coefficients. By construction, also the inverse map η−1 is
piecewise linear with integer coefficients. Since |∇| is compact, η is a Z-homeomorphism of |∇| onto |∇ ′|, as required to
settle (19). 
Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.1 are all that is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
An MV-algebra A is said to be finitely presented if it is isomorphic to the Lindenbaum algebra of a finitely axiomatizable
theory. Equivalently [6, 4.6],A is a principal quotient of some finitely generated freeMV-algebraM ([0, 1]n) for n = 1, 2, . . . .
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 we have
Corollary 6.2. The map K → M (|∆K |) determines a one–one correspondence between equivalence classes of weighted abstract
simplicial complexes, and isomorphism classes of finitely presented MV-algebras.
Examples of this correspondence are given in Table 1.
Corollary 6.3. Consider the following problems:
(i) Whether two weighted abstract simplicial complexes are (Alexander) equivalent.
(ii) Whether two rational polyhedra are Z-homeomorphic, in the sense of Definition 4.4.
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(iii) Whether two finitely presented MV-algebras are isomorphic, i.e., whether two finitely axiomatizable theories are equivalent,
i.e., whether two formulas have isomorphic Lindenbaum algebras.
Then the (un)decidability of any of these problems implies the (un)decidability of the others.
Proof. For any rational polyhedron P =  Tj, every simplex Tj can be presented either by the list of its rational vertices or
by a list of rational half-spaces Hi such that Tj =Hi,where each rational half-space H has the form
H = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [0, 1]n | p1x1 + · · · + pnxn ≥ q, p1, . . . , pn, q ∈ Q}. (20)
By [27], there is an effective procedure to transform the first type of presentation into the second, and vice versa.
Any pair ({x1, . . . , xn}, θ), where θ is a formula in the variables x1, . . . , xn, is said to be a finite presentation of the MV-
algebra Formn/ ≡θ . There is an algorithm to check the condition that Mod(θ) is nonempty, [6, 9.3.3]. This condition is
necessary and sufficient for 0 and 1 to be distinct elements in the Lindenbaum algebra Formn/ ≡θ . Similarly, for every
finitely axiomatizable theoryΘ in the variables x1, . . . , xn, a finite presentation ofΘ is a pair
({x1, . . . , xn}, θ1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , θk(x1, . . . , xn)) ,
where Θ is the set of consequences of its axiomatization θ1, . . . , θk. Replacing these formulas by their conjunction θ =
θ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θk, we see that the three problems stated in (iii) are indeed the same problem.
Claim 1. There is a Turing machine T which, having in input an arbitrary rational polyhedron P , outputs a pair of regular
complexes (∆P , ∆¯P) such that |∆P | = P, |∆¯P | = [0, 1]n and ∆P ⊆ ∆¯P .
As a matter of fact, suppose without loss of generality that each regular simplex Tj of P = Tj is presented as Tj =Hi
via a set of rational half-spaces Hi as in (20) above. T first computes the standard triangulation of the n-cube, as in
[25, p.60–61]. Mimicking the construction of [21, 2.2], T next outputs the regular complex ∆¯P = Kr of Lemma 3.2(i)→(ii)
in such a way that |∆¯P | = [0, 1]n and every simplex Tj is a union of simplexes of ∆¯P . Finally, T outputs the subset
∆P = {S ∈ ∆¯P | S ⊆ P}. Claim 1 is settled.
Claim 2. Problem (i) is decidable iff so is Problem (ii).
With a view of reducing Problem (i) to (ii), we will give an account of a Turing machineU which, for any two weighted
abstract simplicial complexes K and K ′, outputs two rational polyhedra P and P ′ such that K ∼ K ′ ⇔ P ∼=Z P ′. U first
outputs the geometric realization∆K by listing the vertices of each T ∈ ∆K . This list of simplexes is the presentation of the
rational polyhedron P = |∆K |. Similarly, U computes (a presentation of) the rational polyhedron P ′ = |∆K ′ |. P and P ′ have
the desired properties as a consequence of (14)–(18) in Theorem 5.1.
For the converse reduction of (ii) to (i), for any two rational polyhedra P and P ′, we must exhibit two weighted abstract
simplicial complexes K and K ′ such that P ∼=Z P ′ ⇔ K ∼ K ′. To this purpose, Claim 1 yields two regular complexes
∆P and ∆P ′ with support P and P ′. A trivial computation now yields the two weighted abstract simplicial complexes
K = K∆P , K ′ = K∆P′ . Arguing as for the proof of (19), we have |∆P | ∼=Z |∆K∆P | and |∆P ′ | ∼=Z |∆K∆P′ |. An application of
Theorem 5.1 yields
|∆P | ∼=Z |∆P ′ | ⇔ |∆K∆P | ∼=Z |∆K∆P′ | ⇔ K∆P ∼ K∆P ′ ,
thus showing that K and K ′ have the desired properties. The proof of Claim 2 is complete.
Claim 3. Problem (ii) is decidable iff so is Problem (iii).
In order to reduce Problem (iii) to (ii), given any two formulas θ(x1, . . . , xn) and κ(y1, . . . , ym), we must construct two
rational polyhedra P ⊆ [0, 1]n and Q ⊆ [0, 1]m such that
Formn/ ≡θ ∼= Formm/ ≡κ ⇔ P ∼=Z Q . (21)
In the light of Lemma4.3wewill construct a TuringmachineW which, over input θ , outputs the rational polyhedronMod(θ).
Initially, W lists the subformulas of θ ; by induction on the number of connectives in these subformulas, W then lists all
linear pieces l1, . . . , lq of theMcNaughton function fθ . Next,W enumerates the finite set of≤-inequalities between l1, . . . , lq,
as given by all possible permutations σ of the index set {1, . . . , q}. Any such σ determines a rational polyhedron Pσ ⊆ [0, 1]n
as in the proof of Claim 1 of Theorem 4.6. The family of all Pσ yields a rational polyhedral complex P such that fθ is linear
over each polyhedron R ∈ P . Following the classical procedure of [24, 2.9–2.11], W then subdivides P into a rational
simplicial complex S without adding new vertices. Passing to homogeneous integer coordinates in Zn+1, W writes down
the fan S↑, as defined in (4)–(5), and further subdivides S↑ via the desingularization algorithm [9, VI, 8.5]. As is well known,
the core of desingularization consists of finding suitable integer points in certain effectively given half-open parallelepipeds
as in (16), and computing the determinants of their associated integer matrices—until all determinants have value±1: all of
these computations can be performed by a Turing machine. The final output of the desingularization algorithm is a regular
fan Φ . Intersecting each cone of Φ with the hyperplane zn+1 = 1 and then dropping the last coordinate as in Lemma 3.1,
we get a regular complex ∆¯ which is a subdivision of S. Let v(1), . . . , v(p) be the vertices of ∆¯. Say that a simplex T of
∆¯ is θ-admissible if fθ (v) = 1 (i.e., v(θ) = 1) for all vertices of T . To decide the θ-admissibility of T , W must perform
a finite number of evaluations of the formula θ , replacing its variables by rational numbers which are explicitly given by
the coordinates of the vertices of T . Since fθ is linear over each simplex of ∆¯, the union of all θ-admissible simplexes of ∆¯
coincides with Mod(θ). Setting now P = Mod(θ), W finally outputs the desired rational polyhedron P by just listing the
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θ-admissible simplexes of ∆¯. We have shown that the map θ → Mod(θ) is Turing computable. In a similar way, W over
input κ outputs the rational polyhedron Q = Mod(κ). By Theorem 4.6, P and Q satisfy (21).
For the converse reduction of (ii) to (iii), given two rational polyhedra P ⊆ [0, 1]n and Q ⊆ [0, 1]m, we must explicitly
write down two formulas θ(x1, . . . , xn) and κ(y1, . . . , ym) such that
P ∼=Z Q ⇔ Formn/ ≡θ ∼= Formm/ ≡κ . (22)
With reference to the proof of Lemma3.2,wewill construct a TuringmachineXwhich, having in input a rational polyhedron
P , outputs formula θ such that P = Mod(θ). As a preliminary routine,X computes two regular complexes∆P with support
P , and ∆¯P ⊇ ∆P with support [0, 1]n as given by Claim 1. Let v(1), . . . , v(p) be the vertices of ∆¯P . Following [6, 9.1.4], for
each i = 1, . . . , p let the (Schauder hat) function hv(i): [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be defined by stipulating that hv(i) is linear over each
simplex of ∆¯P , and
hv(i)(v(i)) = 1/δ(v(i)) and hv(i)(v(j)) = 0 ∀j ≠ i.
The regularity of ∆¯P ensures that hv(i) is aMcNaughton function over the n-cube, whence, by theMcNaughton theorem there
exists a formula ϕi such that hv(i) = fϕi . As a matter of fact, the proofs of [6, 3.1.9 and 9.1.4] yield an effective procedure to




c(i) · δ(v(i)) · hv(i), (23)
where the coefficient c(i) has value 1 or 0 according to whether or not v(i) lies in P . Then g is a McNaughton function over
the n-cube. Since g is linear over each simplex of ∆¯P , then
g−1(1) = P. (24)





c(i) · δ(v(i)) · hv(i). (25)
The final task of X is to write down a formula θ such that g = fθ . Such θ is obtainable as a suitable ⊕-disjunction of the
formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕp, with as many repetitions of the same formula ϕi, as given by the coefficient c(i) · δ(v(i)) in (25). Since
c(i) and δ(v(i)) are effectively computable for all i = 1, . . . , p, then so is θ . From (24) and (3) it follows that Mod(θ) = P.
This concludes the construction of our Turing machineX. Over input Q , X outputs a formula κ such that Q = Mod(κ). By
Theorem 4.6, the two formulas θ and κ satisfy (22).
Having thus proved Claim 3, the proof of the corollary is complete. 
Remark. Alexander [1] classified all polyhedra (equivalently, all rational polyhedra) up to PL-homeomorphism in terms of
equivalence classes of abstract simplicial complexes. Markov [4,10–12] proved the undecidability of the problem whether
two rational polyhedra are PL-homeomorphic. Markov’s result amounts to saying that the equivalence problem for abstract
simplicial complexes is undecidable. Notwithstanding this undecidability result, there is no proof in the literature that any
of the problems (i)–(iii) above is undecidable.
Examples
The following examples collect virtually all that is known about the isomorphism problem of finitely presented MV-
algebras, and the related recognizability problem of rational polyhedra, according to Corollary 6.3.
(1) For each n = 1, 2, . . . , the formula
x1 ∨ ¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xn ∨ ¬xn
axiomatizes the theory whose associated rational polyhedron, as given by Lemma 4.3, coincides with the boundary of
the n-cube [0, 1]n. The recognition problem for this polyhedron is decidable for n = 1 and n = 2, (this follows from the
effectiveness of the Aguzzoli–Marra classification [30] of one-dimensional rational polyhedra. See [49, 18.7] for a direct
proof). Nothing is known about the (un)decidability of the problem for n > 2.
(2) For each n = 1, 2, . . . , the tautology
x1 ⊕¬x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕¬x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xn ⊕¬xn
axiomatizes the set of tautologies in n variables. In other words, this formula is a presentation of the free MV-algebra
FREEn on n free generators. The isomorphism problem for FREEn is decidable for n = 1 (again this follows from [30],
because FREE1 = M ([0, 1]). Also see [49, 18.6]). For n = 2, 3, . . ., it is not known whether the isomorphism problem
of FREEn is decidable. The combinatorial counterpart of this example is given by the eighth line of Table 1.
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(3) Fix a rational point r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ [0, 1]n, and let d = δ(r) be the least common denominator of r1, . . . , rn.
Again following [25, p. 60–61], let∆0 be the simplicial complex determined by the standard triangulation of the n-cube.
Starting from∆0 and applying suitably many Farey blow-ups, we obtain a sequence of regular triangulations
∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆t
such that r is one of the vertices of∆t . (This is a routine consequence of the De Concini–Procesi theorem on elimination
of points of indeterminacy in toric varieties, [9, p.252]. See [49, 5.2] for details.) With reference to the proof of (iii) in
Corollary 6.3, let h be the Schauder hat associated to the vertex r of∆t , with its maximum value 1/d. The McNaughton
function
h⊕ h⊕ · · · ⊕ h  
d occurrences of h
attains the value 1 only at r . The McNaughton theorem yields a formula φ(x1, . . . , xn) having the following property:
for any valuation V : Formn → [0, 1],
V (φ) = 1 iff V (xi) = ri for each i = 1, . . . , n.










As a matter of fact, the possible values of all McNaughton functions at r coincide with the totality of integer multiples of
1/d contained in [0, 1]. The decidability of the set of consequences of φ is a particular case of the general result [16, 6.1],
proving the decidability of every recursively enumerable theory in Łukasiewicz logic. whose associated Lindenbaum
MV-algebra is simple. The combinatorial counterpart of this example is given by the second line of Table 1.
7. Recent Developments: 2007–2011
In the 48 months since the submission of the present paper to this journal, the theory of finite axiomatizability in Łu-
kasiewicz logic, its algebraic counterpart dealing with finitely presented MV-algebras, and its combinatorial-geometric
counterpart dealing with rational polyhedra and their regular triangulations, have attracted increasing attention: today
the area is lively and has numerous applications outside mathematical logic. We will touch upon a few themes of potential
interest for the readers of this paper: we refer to [49] for a comprehensive account.
Projective and free MV-algebras, and other structures
As proved in [16, 3.9], theΓ functor is a categorical equivalence betweenMV-algebras and lattice-ordered abelian groups
with a distinguished strong order-unit, for short, unital ℓ-groups. Using the Γ functor and the combinatorial properties of
finitely presented MV-algebras, in [42, 6.2] it is proved that finitely generated projective ℓ-groups coincide with those ℓ-
groups G that are presented by aword only using the lattice operations∨,∧. This result strengthens thewell-known Baker–
Beynon theorem ([42] and references therein) stating that finitely generated projective ℓ-groups coincide with finitely
presented ℓ-groups.
In sharp contrast with ℓ-groups, the analysis of projective unital ℓ-groups andMV-algebras started in [32] and continued
in [33], shows that finitely generated projective MV-algebras are exceptional among finitely presented MV-algebras. In his
papers [39,40], Jeřábek investigates the relationship between projective MV-algebras and unification problems in Łukas-
iewicz logic: a remarkable confluence emerges of proof-theoretic ideas stemming from the notions of admissibility and
unification, and the combinatorial-algebraic-topological concepts of contractibility and collapsibility, which are used in
[33] and [49, Section 17] to deal with the polyhedral counterparts of finitely generated projective MV-algebras and unital
ℓ-groups.
Last, but not least, the functors Γ and K0 determine a one–one correspondence between finitely presented MV-algebras
and a class of AF C∗-algebras with a rich spectral theory. In particular, the AF C∗-algebraMn corresponding to the free MV-
algebra FREEn inherits the spectrum and the universal properties of FREEn. As an example, let us consider the AF C∗-algebra
M1 defined by Γ (K0(M1)) = M ([0, 1]) = FREE1. Introduced in [17], M1 was rediscovered by Boca in [31]. In his paper
[36], Eckhardt extends the Perron–Frobenius operator associated to the classical Gauss map on [0, 1] to a unital completely
positive map onM1. See [31] and [50] for further information onM1. The algorithmic properties of more general kinds of
finitely presented AF C∗-algebras are investigated in [16] and [51].
Finite Presentations, Bases and Schauder Bases
With reference to the proof of the reduction of (ii) to (iii) in Corollary 6.3, for any regular triangulation ∆ of a rational
polyhedron P ⊆ [0, 1]n, the Schauder basis of ∆ is the set of Schauder hats associated to all vertices of ∆. Originating in
[17, Proof of 2.2], (MV-algebraic) Schauder bases have representation-free counterparts, known as ‘‘bases’’. By definition, a
basis of an MV-algebra A = Γ (G, u) is a generating set B = {b1, . . . , bk} of nonzero elements of A, together with integers
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m1, . . . ,mk ≥ 1 such that∑mibi = 1, and whenever a subset {bi1 , . . . , bit } of B has nonzero infimum then the space of
maximal ideals m of A such that
mi1bi1 + · · · +mit bit
m
= 1
is homeomorphic to the cube [0, 1]t−1. See [13, 4.3] for details.
It turns out that anMV-algebra A is finitely presented iff it has a basis. The proof in [34] is given in the equivalent language
of unital ℓ-groups. The special case when A is semisimple (= archimedean= isomorphic to an MV-algebra of [0, 1]-valued
functions) was proved in [13, 5.2]. Every Schauder basis is a basis, [13], [49, 5.8, 6.1], and every basis is an isomorphic copy
of a Schauder basis ([49, 6.4]). For the proof of these results, the maximal spectral space of A is endowed with the hull-
kernel (Zariski) topology. By equipping Awith a finer (called co-Zariski) topology, Dubuc and Poveda give in [35] a proof of
a generalization of the McNaughton theorem. For related work, see the analysis of free BL-algebras by Aguzzoli and Bova
[29]. Schauder bases are also a key tool to investigate ℓ-groups, [13,38,42–45].
Measure theory on finitely presented MV-algebras and rational polyhedra
Once anMV-algebra A is thought of as the unit interval [0, u] = Γ (G, u) of its associated unital ℓ-group (G, u), the states
of A are just the restrictions to A of the unit-preserving, order-preserving homomorphisms of (G, u) into (R, 1). The theory
of invariant states of finitely presented MV-algebras and their associated unital ℓ-groups parallels the theory, developed
in [47], of rational invariant measures of rational polyhedra. An application of the Γ functor to [47, 4.1] immediately
shows that every finitely presented MV-algebra has an invariant state s which is also faithful (i.e., s(x) vanishes only for
x = 0). This is the starting point of the theory of invariant conditionals in Łukasiewicz logic begun in [46] and continued in
[49, Section 15]. Abstract Lebesgue integration can be introduced in all free MV-algebras FREEn, and more generally, on
finitely presentedMV-algebras, [13,43,52]. Among others, Panti’s theory shows that the state arising from abstract Lebesgue
integration on FREEn is ergodic, i.e., extreme among the invariant states, [52].
Once A is thought of as the Lindenbaum algebra of some theory Θ, every state yields a procedure to compute
the ‘‘average truth-value’’ of the formulas of A, in the precise sense of de Finetti’s analysis of probability in terms of
coherent bookmaking. See [41, 3.2] and [48, 4.1] for the extension of de Finetti’s probability theory to events described by
formulas in Łukasiewicz logic. See [37] for a further extension to non-reversible bookmaking. By the Kroupa–Panti theorem,
[48, pp. 240–241 and references therein], the integral induces a one–one correspondence between the states of A and the
regular Borel probability measures on the maximal spectrum µ(A) of A. Thus de Finetti’s coherence criterion works equally
well for the states of A (which are finitely additive), and for the (always countably additive) regular Borelmeasures onµ(A)—
the latter being the most general possible compact Hausdorff space ([48, Remarks, p. 240]). By the Krein–Milman theorem,
valuations in Łukasiewicz logic coincide with extreme states, i.e., extreme (de Finetti) coherent probability assessments
on the continuous-spectrum events described by formulas in Łukasiewicz logic, [48, Section 7 (iii)]. The interplay between
de Finetti’s probability and Łukasiewicz propositional logic is the main theme of [48]. Once more, finitely axiomatizable
theories have a special role [48, 6.1].
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